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BEFRIENDING INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY:
IT FOR NON SPECIALISTS*
by
OR. RAJA ABDULLAH YAACOB**
ABSTRAK

Program pengurllsan rekod yang berkesan dapal meminimakan kos dengan cara meningkatkan kecekapan
penerbilan rekod. Program pengurusan rekod memastikan dokumen dapal dipero/ehi, diurus dan dilerbitkan
semula pada tahap kos yang paling minima dan pada masa yang singkat. Penglibatan teknologi maklllmal
(IT) dalam soal ini tidak dapa! dikelepikan kerana kini kila berada dalam era maklumat di mana syarikat dan
agensi perniagaan lunt! menggunakan pelbagaijenis teknologi yang linggi. Terdapa/ pelbagaijenis IT yang
digunakan di pejabat dan di dalam akliviti pengurusan mak/wna!. Objektifarlikel ini lalah untuk memberikan
pendedahan mengenaijenis-jenis IT yang lerlibat dalam pemerosesan, penyimpanan, penggllnaan,
pengedaran dan pemuliharaan. Beberapajenis sistem rangkaian dan penyumbang maklumatjuga dinyatakan
untuk mak/liman pengurus-pengurus mengenai kewlljudannya serta menggllnakannya untllk pengurusan yang
berkesan danjllga dalam membuat keplltusan.
Aplikasi IT di Malaysia lelah mengubah persepsi pengguna dan kaedah pencarian maklumat yang seterllsnya
meningkalkan keperluan kepada penyimpanan, penggllnaan dan pengedaran maklumat. Pengurus harus
meningkatkan tahap literasi komputer di kalangan kakitangan dan memberi lalihan supaya mereka boleh
menyesuaikan diri dengan sislem yang barzi. Perkhidmatan penye/engaraan yang baikjuga d1iJer/ukan bagi
mengimbangi penggzmaan teknologi yang terkini. Perkembangan IT serla peningkatan sis/em rangkaian
maklumal ditafsirkan sebagai saW revolusi baru terhadap pengurusan, perkhidmatan dan pemuliharaan
maklumal.

INTRODUCTION
m
anagers are advocates of efficiency and
..... economy. The closer the focus of
organisation on systematic records management,
the more time and money could be saved. Managers
have to be committed to getting the information and
services when they need it at a fast speed, and this
involves the operational mainstreams - fine tuning
file systems, analysing forms usage, designing
systems, inventorying records, including electronic
records and application of IT. This means drawing
attention directly to the point of data-generation,
involving records creation, maintenance and records
retirement. The current technological age has
revolutionised the world and has prompted many

managements to forge ahead a full swing into
automation and application of IT. How could we
assess and make it happen within our functions?
Records function is actually a supporter of
automation and IT not the averse of these new trends.
Table 1 shows brief data on the evolution of recorded
base for information.
How Information is Recorded (Past and Present)
I

Time

Form

Thousands of Years
Past 60 years
Past 30 Years

On Paper
Microfilm
Magnetic media
(tape, disks, etc.)

I

Table I

•

Paper presented at the First National Seminar on Managing Documents, Kuala Lumpur, 9th September 1995 .

••

Dean, School of Library and Information Science, MARA Institute of Technology .
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BACK TO THE BASIC
Systematic records management is basic to avoiding
chaotic records keeping. Records that should be
preserved, or would be unreasonable to destroy must
be preserved . To this effect a records management
programme is needed because it will identify and track
clearly records that must be preserved, the length of
time for which their retention is given, and procedures
that could ensure the implementation of the protocols.
Those records that need not be preserved for either
business or legal purposes shou ld be destroyed but
the records manager must follow steps that wi ll allow
this to be done in a systematic fashion.

IMPORT ANT TO KNOW IT IN RELATION
TO THE MANAGEMENT OF
INFORMATION AND RECORD MEDIA
Information technology has been defi ned as " the
group of technologies that dea l spec ifica lly with the
process in g, comm u n icat ion a nd sto rage of
in fonnation. Genera lly, computer-supported systems
are implied. Included within the scope of information
technology are computer and communication systems
of a ll descri pt io ns as we ll as re p rogra ph ics
methodologies.'" Managers have to know IT because
the use ofiT is the in-thing and its development has
'conquered' most offices. Another characteri sti c of
IT development is that it changes at a very fast rate.
Machines can easily be obso lete when newer models
keep providing superior capabilities. The IT revolution
may come much too fast and people may not be able
to make a huge shift from paper to screen . A paperless
offi ce may be possibl e but it may not be practical at
present beca use people 's needs are different in
different situations. Record managers have to take
into consideration these two factors.

IT APPLICATION
T he appli cati o n o f new techn o log ies in our
mana gement is a reality . Our wonderful manual

and highly organised system would have the suit
w ith the world of automation and inFormation
technology. What is inherent is the provision of
input to systems design , creation of work flow
efficiencies, and using currently available hardware
configuration with minimal adjustments , and
ensuring that requested information could be
retrieved when called for. Management of records
has become more complex and of concern is
se lecting record storage media. Three ma in
considerations for selecting the media are access,
integrity and storage costs.

Types of IT: Common Examples
Used for Preservation

Microform
Storage med ia consist ing images too sma ll to be
read w ithout using the mach ines, and stores text
and graphi cs. Microforms can be prod uced by :
using camera
11.
computer outp ut microfilm (COM).The
different ty pes of mi cro media are
I.
M icrofilm rolls
II.
Jacket
111. Mi crofich e
1v.
A perture card
I.

The functions of microform technology has proven
effective in records/archives preservation in that it
fa cilitates users to retrieve and print the ori ginal
information whil e it also hel ps save space and cost.
Am ong the advantages of mi c roform s are th e
following:
I.
informati on can be accessed fa st.
11 .
economise space at optimum level.
Ill.
di sseminati on of informati on can be
d o ne quickly uSll1g duplic ate
microform s.
IV .
saves time and cost of delivery.
v. helps to preserve informati on.

lRoberts A. Edm unds. Standard Gl ossary of Computer Termi nol ogy. New Jersey: Prentice Hall, 198 4: 208.
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Microfilm
Microfilm has been used everywhere for more than a
century in public and private sectors. Two main aspects
are considered when using this technology. Firstly,
microfilm technology itselt; examining the different
types of film, document filming, film resolution and
density, processing, and film duplication. Another factor
is the microfilm standards, which covers image
longevity, and quality, system compatibility, and legal
issues peltaining to using it as legal copy of records.

CONWUTERTECHNOLOGY
Computer technology is used for a variety of functions
in offices and archives . Office automation has
revolutionised the repetitive routines as well as the
more sophisticated jobs. In archives for example, a
number of software programmes have been used.
Among them are POSPEC, INSPEC, and SPINO EX.
SPINOEX, for example, provides a control field,
general heading, index cross-reference, supplied subject
entries, alternative personnel name entries, span dates,
quality of materials, collection identification, inclusive
box numbers, abstracts, subject title and personnel name
title.
Another method used for cataloging archives and
manuscripts is the Machine Readable CatalogueArchival Manuscript Cataloguing (MARC AMC) has
been used in many libraries and archives.Other types
of Electronic Materials Magnetic Tapes, Diskette,
optical disks.

IMAGING TECHNOLOGY
The evolution of electronic infonnation processing has
shown the processing of numbers to the imaging of
documents as can be seen in table 2 .

Evolution of Electronic Information Processing

I Year
1960s
1970s
1980s
1990s

Form
Numbers
Text
Graphics
Tmages, voices,
graphics, text and
numbers together

The imaging technology is a method of converting
and processing paper documents and/or their
microfilm copies to digital electronic information.
It is defined as an automated system that could
store , retrieve , transmit, process and managre
documents. Documents stored in this manner can
be displayed or printed on paper in seconds. It
preserves the visual and spatial characteristics and
appearance of original documents , such as
handwritten machine-produced text, graphics ,
photographs , and engineering drawings.
Electronic imaging and optical disk system s are
often used interchangeably . However, although
most imaging systems use optical disks for
storage, tape or other digital media could also be
used. Imaging technology is regarded as new but
the rapid development of technol ogy from time
to time has created a more intere sting and
advanced capability. Still-image technol ogy is
being improved with multimedia technol ogy and
desktop video . This technology is also becoming
cheaper with higher density disks and storage
devices readily available . T he opti ca l technology
has become readily accepted technology.
Technology brings the benefit of performing the
task of massive information or document
management. Data shows that the number of
imaging technology appl ications is on the
increase . The business community has always
made it perfectly clear that they want their data
very fast and they want results not excuses or
delays.

SHELF LIFE
Table 3 compares the shelf life for data and
images for different media - optical disks,
magnetic media and microfilm. IT differs before
recording and after recording. In the ca se of
microfilm, the assumption is, the life e xpectancy
is at least 100 years when processed according to
standards.

Table 2

.==================================
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Shelf Life
I

MEDIA
I

MagTape
Pre Recorded
I

Post- Recorded

I

At least
30 Years

Microfilm
(silver gelatin halide)

Optical Disk

2 Years

3-5 Years

At least 100 Years

30 Years

I

Source: Don M. Avedon. "Electronic Imaging 101 ParI !I-Optical Disks and Backfile
Conversions, " Records Management Quarter/A, July 1994:35
This media actually provides additional methods
of storing information and does not necessarily
rep lace the earlier media, paper, microfil m and
magnetic tape, all of wh ich continue to benefit
people managing information in organisations.
I.

II.

111.

*

I II2- inch optical d isk.

II.

in o rgani satio ns with ma ss ive paper
document handling involvin g item s like
checks, correspondence, invoices, purchase
orders. engineering drawings and forms.

Fast Retrieval
Documents from hundreds of thousands of
(jles ean be retrieved in a few seconds: from
a file of millions in 30 seconds

111.

electronic imaging converts information on
the document to electronic form and proper
indexes are created. The document can be
retrieved,
tran s mitted ,
stored ,
displayed,processed or printed at a very fast
speed.

Transmission Speed
Documents stored in digital rather than
analog form. For 8-1 /2 xl I inch paper to be
transmitted to users on LAN it takes 2 to 3
seconds as compared to 15-20 seconds with
paper and fax systems.

IV.

Workflow
Optical disk system helps to manage
paperwork flow, control pacing and
sequencing paperwork, individuals can
automatically be prompted to the next
procedure.

To implement an imaging system, many
aspects need consideration studying and
planning.

BENEFITS DERIVED FROM
ELECTRONIC IMAGING
I.

* 40 reels of magnetic tapes

* 2000 floppy dises

Other capabilities of this system are:
*
indexing and cross referencing - by name,
account number , key words , or any
combination of descriptors.
integrating with other systems - can interface
*
with other electronic systems, ie . data
processing or facsimile.
good
image quality.
*

Packing Density
For 10 full 4-drawer file cabinets
(2,000,000 pages)

* 1,200 microfi sche
* 40 16mm reels of
microfilm at 24X reduction

-===~~========~.
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*
*

*

documents always availab le - same can be
used by many people simultaneously and
documents and files cannot be mi sfi led .
el imination of head crashes - optical disk
system reli es on laser beam and no ri sk of
head crash.
security - access can be restricted .

VIRTUAL RECORDS AND VIRTUAL
ARCHIVES
Application of automation and the rapid pace of
IT, has created a confusion in defining the concept
of records. No doubt record managers are involved
with managing electronic record s, they are
confronting new concepts of a " compound
documents", and information " entity", a data
" view" or what John T. Phillips , describes as
" virtua l arch ive'." This term has been coined am idst
the grow in g creation and storage of data and
informati on using IT.

VIRTUAL INFORMATION ACCESS
Information as a corporate resource prompts the
concept of shared information and can be made
freely accessible to meet organizational objectives.
T he use of LAN , WAN and INTERNET enables
one to access almost any information when needed .
From physical cu stod ial deposition to access of
information that is virtually everywhere.

VIRTUAL OFFICE
Virtual office is the new way of communicating
away from the office buildings, through the laptop
to generate documents, send faxes, check office
electronic mail at the 'home ' computer systems.
Presentation using graphic software can also be
made without having to create hard copy of the
presentation. In short, IT help us manage our work
or office even without having to be in the office
location. This new cha ll enge will be the tracking

•

of the information created from branch offices,
telecommuting employees and c ustomers, with
private networks, satellites. laptop comput ing, and
fax machines.

VIRTUAL DOCUMENTS
There is a need to coin new concepts and
terminology to define records in light of automation
and IT applications. Use of electronic forms,
imaging system, e lectronic " document
management systems" still assure records managers
of receiving record copies. The use of Computer
Output to Laser Disk (COLD) tech no logy also
creates a virtual document which also retains the
data in computer readable format.

VIRTUAL RECORD COPIES
What constitutes record copies? " Organizational
ownership, creator responsibility, originating
so urce , and official de s ignation can all be
considered aspects of declaring a doc ument to be
record or a record copy.'" It encompasses
multimedia documents, database views, electronic
forms , electronic mail as well as hard copy
documents. However , there are difficulties
confronting us in applying the concepts with in
automatic systems as ownership, location, and
status of the records may not be clear.
What is the danger ahead? That it may never
progress through the normal record s cycle
management to the final retirement stage.

FUTURE
One thing that is clear is that, organisations would
be able to become the dynamic provider of all types
of information and with IT would enlarge the
spectrum of services offered to users. Moving to
new IT is never easy and w ithout risks. The
marketing pitch created by competing vendors has

2John T. Phillips. "Virtual Records and Virtual Arch ives." Records Management Quarterly, 28 ( 1), January 1994 :42 , 44 .
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made the situation more confusing for many users
and many chose to wait and see. As the number of
users of IT, networks and superhighways increase
there would be pressure for them to demand more
performance from the systems.
Di s ributive InFo rmation C entre vs Paper
Management centre:
I.

11.

Ill.

IV.

New information centres run by a number of
skilled personnel to operate integrated
systems and respond to user needs on many
different levels.
Sharing of data across various levels of
organisations and operation s with the fibre
and cable technology development.
Managers have to learn as much technology
a s pos s ible in order to remain in the
information environment.
Education of cost allows ready installation
compared to before.

DECENTRALIZATION OF RECORDS
FUNCTIONS

i.

11.

Ill.

Programmes develop to write the
downloaded data from mainframes , and
index data.
Inexpensive scanners will be used to scan
documents into the electronic system and
dispose of paper.
COLD app licati ons help minimise the need
for large record staffs by moving data
electronically. Used mainly in paper
intensive operat ions such as, payroll ,
purchasing, and customer service .

TEAM-ORIENTED
The team oriented is the result of the Total Quality
Management programmes and Qual ity Circles to
ensure decisions are made at the most appropriate
level s. Multi-skilled personnel would be sought
who are excellent negotiators, knowledgeable of
numerous softwares, good writers. sk illful

presenters, multi-lingual , and knowlegeable about
customers , etc , well integrated within the
organisation.

CONTINUOUS EDUCATION AND
TRAINING
To enhance levels of skill people go back to school
to be re-educated either full-time or part-time, we
must make room for self-improvement, through
workshops, night and weekend education and in the
near Future, distance learning which takes advantage
of video conferencing. We are commited to
reengineering ourselves as information professionals
to prepare what Iies ahead us.
Information and records are now managed together
with computer-based information systems.
Therefore, record managers are required to acquire
computer ski ll s to add value to the management of
information. The staff have to atta in sufficient
technological education and training to add
credibil ity in serving computi n g int ensive
organizations. It would be useful to:

*
*
*
*

*
*

learn how to employ project management
software fo r generating work plans
learn how to PC fax boards for after hours fax
transmissions
learn to use graph ic software for presentation
in-house
study computer networking prior to joining
team members of corporate information
strategic planning
join the computer training vendor
refer to software tutorials and support manuals
and read literature related to IT (eg
Computimes).

INFORMATION SECURITY, AMIDST IT
APPLICATIONS
The increasing use oftelefacsimile, si nce mid-1980s,
is due to the great speed and ease of transmitting
information and also the fall ing costs of the

--~----------------~=-------------.
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technology. The first problem that may be created
is the unrestricted access to the machine and very
often documents, especially confidential in nature
which are left unattended while awaiting pickup. The
second problem is the uti lization oftelepnone lines,
which can be easily tapped.

into the system by trying the common
passwords. The use of vaccine programmes
helps prevent viruses from infecting the
system and noti fy the user if it does occur
thus damaging the data.
IV.

Organisations must have a good backup
system and maintain the backup copies of
data. There should also be a good security
measure for the backup of tapes or diskettes
and keep them away from the originals.

v.

Unauthorised access of individuals
("hackers") to organisations ' systems would
risk the chance of theft, alteration, or
destruction of data in the system. Reports
show that crimes by hackers is in the increase
with the result of theft, destruction of
hardware and software and unauthorised use
of computers.

COMPUTER SECURITY
Like paper information, information stored in
computers does run the risk of security of
information which is of great concern to the
protection of an organisation's information assets.
Organisations applying computer must emphasise
on information security programmes for computer
data and applications in order to achieve privacy,
integrity, and availabil ity to authorized staff of the
stored information. Most organisations use
passwords to access the system initially. Other
measures are - using automated audit trails, to allow
personnel involved with the security system to trace
any additions or changes and trace the who, where
and when it was carried out. Likewise terminals
could also be place in locked rooms. On top of this
people must be educated on their role to protect
organisations' information.
Care and use of disk is another often overlooked
security measure:
I.

Diskettes consisting sensItIve information
should not be left in the open. The risk of
information being used or mistaken for
discarded diskettes by staff. It should
therefore be kept in locked containers and
the keys kept away.

II.

Improper care of diskettes can result in lost
of data.

111.

Computer virus is another major threat to
data security. Users should not use unknown
software. Do not download any unknown
software to any organisations computer to
halt the spread of most viruses. Computer
users should refrain from using common
system passwords because viruses can get

Perpuslakaan

Other problems with regards to placing information
on public access computers, concerns the issues of
authorship, copyright, privacy, confidentiality, and
the propriety nature of some information.
Electronic media also fall under the freedom of
information, access and privacy legislation .
With present automation, local area networks, and
IT environment, records managers have to ensure
that the use of the electronic records system is
enhanced. This requires working more with the
clients at the desktop level. Services involved
would include, demonstrating effective directory
building strategies, meaningful file naming
conventions, optimizing hard drives ( ego
compression defragmentation), following backup
routines, and protecting against viruses or data theft.
To enhance and protect organizational information
at individual levels it is the crucial commitment of
senior management downwards, with input from
information specialist managers and should not be
taken for granted . Records managemcnt principles
apply to all types of records regardless of media
type, publishers of electronic journals or data as
they do with paper-based products.

.==~~~~====~----~====~===
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Some systems do not have any records management
capabilities and documents may be destroyed
voluntarily or involuntarily by creators. Another
issue pertinent to record managers and archivist is
the problem of preservation and storage of
computer generated media. For example, magnetic
tape, which is made of Myler plastic and coated
with metallic substance on the active side of the
tape is very vulnerable to destruction if not properly
taken care of.

APPRAISAL GUIDELINES AND
ARCmVAL PRINCIPLES
Procedures have been developed to handle machine
readable records with regards to appraisal,
processing, conservation and servicing. Appraisal
guidelines take into consideration both the
similarities and the differences with other forms of
archival material. It is also based upon the
traditional concepts of evidential , informational ,
and legal values. Conservation of the machine
readable records pose major problems.
The principle of respect des fonds or principle of
provenance is accepted as a theoretical and practical
basi s. However, the coming of electronic records
ha s resulted in a dilemma and the archival
profession has to properly examine it. Problems
ahead are how to deal with the changing nature of
electronic records.

Internet Publishing
Many organizations, includin g companies have
begun to produce records and information for public
access on Internet, computer bulletin boards, or
commerc ial online information systems. The kinds
of information and documents distributed
electronically a re organ izat ional directories ,
customer serv ice, product reference materials and
marketing brochures. The option for pub li shing
information could bc compared in terms of the best
technology and production method in relation to
the kinds of documents for public consumption.
I.

II.

Small amounts of infonnation (text) can be
produced by many means, such as the direct
electronic mail, placing information on
Internet accessible Gopher or Web servers.
( ... a computer system that operates like
computer bulletin board system -reading
and downloading information is possible).
Graphical information can only be displayed
by more complex software such as Windows
and Mosaic.

The public may consume text from member
directoiies, industry standards and professional
guidelines (updated occasionally) , or company
operating procedures.

IT APPLICATIONS IN OTHER
INFORMATION AGENCIES

OTHER INFORMATION-RELATED IT
INTERNET
Internet is a major communication architecture that
provides cornputer-to-computer links to databases
and electronic mail for millions of users . It is the
world's largest interconnection of computer
networks. Currently, many public and private
agencies have started participating as members of
the Internet and offer access and serv ices to
subscribers for a fee. Services that could be
accessed are libraries, reference databases, news
groups, and standard electronic mai I.

It could be seen that these new IT products have,
not only changed the way libraries operate but also
opened new avenues for the future. Some of the
applications that are already on-going are:
a.

Library automation: Most estab lished
libraries and information centres have
embarked on library automation or are in the
process of implementing one. Their choice
would either be the use of a turnkey system,
local software package.
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b.

c.

Networking Systems: Advancements in
technology, coupled with the ever changing
needs of users IS pushing computer
networking to new heights, both in terms of
capabi I ities and importance to share
resources efficiently. Numerous local
specialised networking systems are
established and could be accessed globally
through Internet. Some of the examples, as
shown in table 2 are Civil Service Link
(CSL), SIRIMLlNK, Knowledge Resource
Centre (PSI), NSTP Library On-Lille
Reference Service, PALMOTLIS South
Investment Trade and Tecllnology Data
Exchange Centre (SITTDEC), Agriculture
Information System (AIS), Price Information
Centre (PIC), Malaysian Science and
Technology Centre (MASTIC), and
Medi*Link. Granted the situation where the
ultimate goal is to be reached is a wider
merge of networking and telecommunication
systems, it is of utmost importance that the
question of standards is addressed. Presently,
there are variations in
programming
languages and electron ic mai I address
formats . Just like IT, networks are
experiencing rapid changes with the
employment of high bandwidth for advanced
applications. What is clear is, networking is
generating a great deal of interest among
organisations, both the public and private
sectors despite the lack of clarity existing on
the differences of technologies and the best
applications for specific application. While
implementation of networking systems,
linking the branches to the head offices,
providing online communications in business
sectors, the same scenario is becoming a
reality in the library sector.
Connecting Malaysia to Global Inforrnation
Services through JARTNG: The development
of the information superhighway shows the
current explosion of international
interconnectivity, indicating that Malaysia
has yet to utilise its potential information

wealth.
The
library
networking
communication system, named JARING ,
began in 1990 and has been a significant
player in the access of information services
from local and international information
providers . This system is managed by the
Malaysian Institute of Microelectronic
Systems (MIMOS) to support educational
and research activities, with the goal of
providing a national data communication
infra-structure. Its own satell ite in orbit,
known as Malaysia East Asia Satellite
(Measat) would boost up the development
of the communication system.
JARlNG provides access to global Internet
at an affordable price, to nurture the use and
exchange of information and to encourage
the development of local databases. It
provide s a nation-wide infor~,ation
infrastructure network based on the open
system, allows global communications. and
serves as a medium for business, including
libraries to exchange information or serv ices
through dedicated leased lines or dialup lines
to the nearest JARlNG node.
The importance of information systems .for
the advancement of research and
development has long been recognized.
Libraries , like the Natio nal Libra ry, the
University of Malaya Library and the
University of Agriculture Library are still
subscribing to a variety of external database
systems like DAILOG , ESA, ORBIT,
MEDLINE through the Malaysian Package
(MA YPAC) services.
d.

Optical Technology: CD-ROMs are already
playing a special role in Malaysia as these
are generally easy to install and implement.
Users may now search the network CD ROM
station, using the search strategies and later
copy the articles into their disks to be read
later on. Libraries of considerable size viz aviz the national and academic libraries have

•

I

j
•

l.
1
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begun to apply the CD-ROM technology,
leading towards the CD-Networking system.
The application of CD-Net should be
promoted so that CD-ROM databases could
be networked to more users at an affordable
access.
e.

Electronic Library System: First proposed by
the Ministry of Education in 1989, this
billion-ringgit electronic library network is
regarded as a breakthrough in the education
process, in that it enables Malaysian schools
to be connected via the networking system
with information resources. It uses a wide
variety of databases, encyclopedias, like New
Encyclopedia and Bookshelf, or notes on key
subjects and could be accessed, selected and
printed . The terminals are placed in libraries
or resource centres and they provide a great
learning experience to students on one hand ,
and on the other hand a boost to the IT
business because a substantial number of PC
and software are needed to cover the schools
or even individuals.

f.

Interactive Multimedia: This media has
already captured the popularity in that it
could offer new potentials to librarians and
library services. Multimedia has absorbed
most network and hardware resources. With
the availability of a number of hardware
elements, many libraries could successfully
run the multimedia. However, inexperienced
users who dominate the scene would require
multimedia user interfaces.

g.

Video Conferencing: More opportunities in
education have given the opportunity for the
development of distance learning. The advent
of networks has introduced a new way of
learning, that is, "virtual campuses" concept.
People can now pursue knowledge regardless
of location. Such methodology is made
possible by the use of video conferencing
facilities. Although video conferencing is
new, its importance is recognised and
concerted efforts are underway to implement
it in numerous institutions of higher learning
in Malaysia. Moreover, there has been a
dramatic rise in the popularity of personal
computers and this is powerful evidence of
the shift affecting how society works and
learns.
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Examples of Networking Systems

r

Functions

Name of Systems

Civil Service Link
(CSL)

A computerised Government Information Centre which deals with a
wide range of information pertaining to various aspects of public sector
administration.

SIRIMLINK

A database of Malaysian standards and patents, providing information
on technology, technology development and trade-related technical
issues.

I

Knowledge Resource
Centre (PSl)

Provides access to various databases (contains a wealth of inforlnation)
which enables participating schools to be connected.

I

NSTP Library
On-Line
(Reference Service)

An electronic newspaper library service which provides informati on
o n public listed companies, personalities, countries and a
comprehensive profile of all the Malaysian states.

PALMOILIS

An online database service which provides information resources on
matters perta ining to palm oil. Currently offcrs three databases:
PALMSEARCH, PALMCOOK and PALMCONSUL T.

AIS

Provides access to information on the collections, storage and retrieval
of data and information about soi ls, farmers, agriculture products,
and offices serving the farmers .

RRlM

A computer-based information network linking Rubber Research
Institute work station s, experimental stations, the Malaysian Rubber
and Development Board (MRDB) and other agencies within RRIM.

I

Price Information
Centre (PIC)

Disseminate information on prices of manufacturing products and
assist consumers in making rational deci sions in purchasing goods.

I

MASTIC

A centralised source of information on Science and Technology. It
plays the rol e of facilitating efficient dissemination of management
information on scientific activities, facilities, reso urces, research and
development projects and their status.

Medi-Link

A new information system that aims to link all players of the Malaysian
healthcare community together electronically.

I

I

I
I

I

I

~
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SOME MANAGEMENT ISSUES
Positive attitudes and actions of those involved in
innovation towards IT is regarded as crucial in the
succes sful implementation of the new system .
Management co uld take great respon sibility in
creating an environment, necessary for change .
Changing context of IT has given impetus towards
the concept of infor mation super-highways.
However, a number of problems have to be
addressed in the course of implementing the new
system s which require strategic planning and
research. Bud get constraints normally force
libraries to carry the IT deployment in stages.

7.

Users shou ld be imbued w ith awareness and
appreciation of IT at a ll levels of staff and
users through one-to-one, using the manual,
lectures and demonstrations.

8.

Appropriate measures should be accorded to
IT digestion and adaptation , involving staff
and users.

9.

It is al so pertinent to indicate here the
importance of evaluating both the services
as well as the staff.

10.

The yielding of different disciplines under
the impact of IT is an evidence of the need
to exercise cross-con sultation in order to gain
more benefits from the development of IT.

PROBLEMS ASSOCIATED
WITH THE PROJECT

1
I.

Cabling and in sta lling of both electricity and
fibre connecti ons.

II.

Establish an intelligent and tolerant user
education approach to users.

2.

Renovation - this include s physically
breaking certain wa ll s and the transfering of
the wo rk area to another building.

12.

Fruitful cooperation between organisation s
and vendors for mutual benefit , by
mobilizing commitment on both sides .

3.

Changes the nature o f job. The real gap seems
to be betwecn the o ld and the yo ung staff
who are nuent with digital tool s like PCs and

13.

Planning for effective utilization of IT and
information superhighways could be
complex. This is due to the great expen se
involved in providing the services available
through the superhighways. Cost also would
be incurred for the services available through
the highways. By 1995 the estimated fi gure
shows that the Malays ian government needs
about 265, 000 IT personnel, including the
need in librarie s. Training of human
reso urces, include s so me aspects of IT
app lication s.

14.

Multimedia applications require s high
bandwiths and this co uld o nl y be mad e
possible throu gh rc liable ca rriers such as
fibre optics cables and asynchronous
tra nsfer mode (A TM) which Malay sia lacks.
It is also notewo rth y that
multim ed ia
applica tions comes at the time w he n
networking is beginning to be recognised
as the in-thin g. While use rs could think of

on-line communications.

4.

Impact o n job manual and o n library
procedures.

5.

Different category of users needing different
approach.

Tremendous technological development has taken
place in a short space of time in Malaysia. This has
led somew hat to "an imbalan ce in .• the
organizat ions and structures of staff and serv ices.
That is why the IT itscl f per se is not the main factor,
but the primary top ic is its impact on people,
equipment, building, a nd training.
6.

The ergonomic issues should be addressed
by a ll organisatio ns in vo lved in IT. The
question arises in psychological stress should
a lso be considered.

------------------------------------G
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running multimedia on a network, they must
also take into consideration the nature of
multimedia data type. While increase the
network bandwidth may ultimately be
applied , some interim steps have to be taken
so that it could avoid the multimedia from
crippling the network.

CONCLUSION
"Records and information management is a field
within the information profession responsible for
managing the creation, use, maintenance, and
disposition of records generated in the normal
functioning of all types of organization." 'In the
past, we try to convince management of the value
of retention schedule which is a useful and
worthwhile service to companies and agencies. But,
it is time to move the schedule and our thinking to
the current platform such as the importance of
electronic imaging systems because our own
interest and that of the companies should be taken
into account. With automation and application of
IT will the records management profession
continue as a profession as it is known today? This
is the challenge depending on the extent of record

managers ' understanding of the effect of
automation to records. There is a growing use of
PC, electronic mail, and other information
technology systems, causing many office records
and other information being created and stored
without producing papers . Democratization of
the workplace, increase use of technology, and
the information service-based economy has
resulted in the reorientation for all organisations
and personnel towards their job functions.
As far as records and information issues are
concerned they are focussed around the electronic
records. These issues include storing information
on appropriate media, timely archiving of
information based on retention schedules, and
that those responsible for information creation
follow the standard practices for information
management and distribution. Other issues may
include patents, copyrighted works, strategic
information, or uncensored items.
As for government agencies, storage of
information in the electronic format is an issue
because of records retention requirements required
by the National Archives.

'Pemberton. J. Michael. "Bringing Ethics to Life: Case Study Method and ARMA International Code of
Professional Responsibil ity," Records Management Quarterly, 29 ( I), January 1995: 61 .
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